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Let f be a complex function of the variable z admitting a Laurent expansion in
an annulus C with center in the origin. For an arbitrary positive integer n, Ricci’s
theorem asserts that the function f can be written as the sum of n functions f ,w n, k x
 4k g 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 , defined by
ny11 2 ip kl 2 ip l
f z s exp y f z exp , z g C.Ž . Ýw n , k x ž / ž /ž /n n nls0
In this paper, we present a technique which, starting from a suitable differential
equation satisfies by the function f , provides a differential equation satisfied by the
functions f . Some known special functions are treated for illustration. Q 2000w n, k x
Academic Press
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Throughout this paper, n denotes a positive integer and N sn
 4 Ž .0, 1, . . . , n y 1 designates the set of the first n integers. Let H C s H be
the vector space of holomorphic functions on an annulus C with center in
the origin and let f be a function belonging to H. The components with
Ž .respect to the cyclic group of order n components, for short of the
function f are given by
ny11 2 ip kl 2 ip l
f z s exp y f z exp , z g C , k g N .Ž . Ýw n , k x nž / ž /ž /n n nls0
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In fact, we have
ny1
f s f . 1.1Ž .Ý w n , k x
ks0
The functions f and f amount, respectively, to the even part andw2, 0x w2, 1x
odd part of the function f.
Ž .The decomposition 1.1 was used by many authors for various reasons.
w xWe cite, for instance, Duran 14 , to generalize the Favard theorem; Ismail
w x21 , to express generating functions related to some orthogonal polynomi-
w xals; Ricci 30 , to study Tchebycheff polynomials with several variables;
w xSrivastava and Manocha 35, Chap. 3 , as a technique for finding some
w xgenerating functions; and Liczberski and Polubinski 24 , for the investiga-
tion of the sets of fixed points of mappings, for the estimation of the
absolute value of some integrals, and for obtaining some results of the type
of Cartan uniqueness theorem for holomorphic mappings. We also used
w xthis tool, in 6 , to study harmonic functions associated with the differential
dnoperator D , D s , in the complex domain.z dz
Now, let f , f g H, be a special function. With the two additional
parameters n and k, the components f can be viewed as generaliza-w n, k x
Ž .tions of the function f obviously, we have f s f . Recall that in thew1, 0x
special functions theory each generalization is associated with a carrying
problem of properties which we formulate in our case by
Ž .P If the special function f satisfies a property P, what corresponds to
the property P for the components f ?w n, k x
Such a property may be related to a hypergeometric representation, an
integral representation, an operational representation, a generating func-
tion, a differential equation, a recurrence relation, a functional relation, or
the orthogonality . . . .
Many authors dealt with this problem for particular functions or for
w xparticular properties. For particular functions, Erdelyi et al. 15 , Good´
w x w x w x w x Ž .17 , Ricci 29 , Ungar 36 , and Zachary 38 treated the problem P with
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .1r n . w xf z s exp z and f z s exp y1 z . More generally, Ungar 37 and
w x Ž . Ž 1r n .Muldoon and Ungar 26 considered the function f z s exp a z , aa
being a complex parameter, to obtain
‘ ma
k r n a k r n nmqkf z s a F z s a z ,Ž . Ž . Ýa w n , k x n , k nm q k !Ž .ms0
n s 0, 1, . . . , k g N .n
They referred to F a as a-hyperbolic functions of order n and k th kind.n, k
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Notice that these functions may be expressed by the well-known general-
ized Mittag]Leffler function
m‘ z1, 1 ,Ž .
< <E z s C z s , s, t ) 0, z - ‘,Ž . Ýs , t 1 1 t , s , G sm q tŽ . Ž .ms0
Žwhere C denotes the Wright generalized hypergeometric series cf.p q
w x w xErdelyi et al. 15, p. 183 or Srivastava and Karlsson 34, p. 21 for the´
.definition . In fact, we have
1, 1 ,Ž .
a k n k nF z s z E a z s z C a z .Ž . Ž .n , k n , kq1 1 1 k q 1, n ,Ž .
Ž .In some earlier works, we treated the problem P for the Bessel functions
w x w xin 3 , for the Laguerre polynomials in 5 , and for the Boas]Buck polyno-
w xmials in 4 .
Ž .Other papers dealt with the problem P for particular properties, we
mention:
1. The case where the property P is related to a hypergeometric
w xrepresentation was treated by Srivastava 33 where the author expressed
the components of the Wright generalized hypergeometric function C inp q
terms of suitable functions C . This result generalized a correspondingp9 q9
one for the generalized hypergeometric functions F already establishedp q
w x w xby Osler 27 and Srivastava 32 . Such decompositions of functions Fp q
w x Ž w x.allowed us to express in 3 resp. 5 the components of the Bessel
Ž .functions resp. Laguerre polynomials by the so-called hyper-Bessel func-
Ž .tions resp. Brafman polynomials .
2. The case where the property P is related to an integral represen-
Ž . w xtation resp. a generating function, a recurrence relation was treated in 2
Ž w x.resp. 4, 7 .
3. The case where the property P is related to the orthogonality on
w xthe real axis, for n s 2, was treated by Carlitz 11 . This result was
w xgeneralized to an arbitrary positive integer n in 8 .
In this paper, we consider the case where the property P is related to a
differential equation. We present a technique which, starting from a suitable
differential equation satisfied by the function f , provides a differential
equation for its components. In this context, it should be mentioned that a
w xdifferent approach was used by Ronveaux et al. 31 for homogeneous
linear differential equations with polynomial coefficients. Our approach is
based on the algebraic properties of linear operators, acting on H, called
Ž .homogeneous mappings see definition below .
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with mappings on
H having two homogeneous components. The results obtained there are
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applied to certain differential operators in Section 3. Some well-known
examples, including generalized hypergeometric functions F , the d-sym-r s
metric polynomials, and the hyper-Bessel functions will be treated for
illustration in Section 4.
2. HOMOGENEOUS MAPPINGS
Ž .Denote by L H the vector space of all linear mappings from H into H
and consider the following problem:
Let w g L H and f g ker w .Ž .
IIŽ .Find w g L H , w / 0, such that f g ker w for all k g N .Ž .˜ ˜ ˜w n , k x n
To solve this problem, recall the following:
Ž w x.DEFINITION cf. 2, Sect. III . Let w be a linear mapping from H into
H, w is called homogeneous of degree l, l g N , if and only ifn
?!#"w H : H for all k g N ,Ž .w n , k x nw xn , k q l
where r, r g N, denotes the class of r modulo n. For our purposes, we˙
mention the following examples of homogeneous mappings:
1. For each h g N , P is homogeneous of degree 0.n w n, h x
2. The scaling operator S , a g C*, defined bya
S f z s f a z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a
is homogeneous of degree 0.
d3. The derivative operator D s is homogeneous of degreedz
Ž .n y 1 .
4. Given a function g g H , by the mapping g, we mean thew n, l x
mapping defined on H which results from multiplication by g. This
mapping is homogeneous of degree l.
Notice that the composite of two homogeneous mappings of degree
Ž .respectively l and l9 is homogeneous of degree l q l9 .
Ž Ž ..Let L H be the subspace of homogeneous mappings of degree l.w n, l x
The following decomposition in direct sum holds:
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.1 cf. 2, Theorem III-4 .
ny1
L H s L H . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . w x[ n , l
ls0
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Ž .This means that for any operator w belonging to L H there exists a
Ž . Ž Ž ..unique sequence w , w g L H , such thatw n, l x l g N w n, l x w n, l xn
ny1
w s w .Ý w n , l x
ls0
The operators w are called the homogeneous components with respectw n, l x
Ž .to the cyclic group of order n components, for short of the operator w.
Also, we state the following properties:
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.2 cf. 2, Theorem III-1 . Let w be a linear mapping in H
and let l g N . The following statements are equi¤alent:n
Ž .i w is homogeneous of degree l.
?!#"Ž .ii P (w s w (P for all k g N .w n, k x nw xn , k q l
We deduce, in particular,
COROLLARY 2.3. The projection operators P commutate with e¤eryw n, k x
homogeneous mapping of degree 0.
From this corollary, we obtain
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..THEOREM 2.4. Let A, B g L H = L H and let s be thew n, l x w n, l9x
Ž . Ž .smallest positi¤e integer such that sl ’ 0 n and sl9 ’ 0 n .
Ž .We assume that there exists a sequence S , depending on B, inr r g N
Ž Ž ..L H such thatw n, l9x
ArB s S Ar for all r g N. 2.2Ž .r
Let f g H such that Af s Bf. Then the components with respect to the cyclic
group of order n of f satisfy the identity
sy1
sA y S f s 0, k g N , 2.3Ž .Ł sy1yj w n , k x nž /js0
sy1 Ž .where Ł T s T (T . . . T in this order .j j 0 1 sy10
Proof. The action of Asy1 on both sides of the identity Af s Bf gives
Ž .rise, by virtue of 2.2 , to the relation
As f s S Asy1 f ,sy1
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which, by reiteration, yields the identity
sy1
sA y S f s 0. 2.4Ž .Ł sy1yjž /js0
The operator involved in this equation is homogeneous of degree 0 since
Ž . Ž .we have sl ’ 0 n and sl9 ’ 0 n . So the action of the projection operator
Ž .P on the two members of the identity 2.4 and the use of Corollaryw n, k x
Ž .2.3 lead to the relation 2.3 .
Ž .A sufficient condition to ensure the condition 2.2 is given by the
following:
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..LEMMA 2.5. Let A, B g L H = L H . If there exists aw n, l x w n, l9x
Ž . Ž Ž ..sequence C , depending on B, in L H such thatt t g N w n, l9x
C s B ,0
AC s C q C A , t s 0, 1, . . . ,Ž .t t tq1
2.5Ž .
then the sequence
r
rS s C , r s 0, 1, . . . , 2.6Ž .Ýr tž /t
ts0
Ž .satisfies the condition 2.2 , which may be pro¤ed by induction on r and by use
of the well-known identity
r r r q 1q s .ž / ž / ž /t t y 1 t
An interesting special case of Theorem 2.4, corresponding to B s lI,
l g C, is worthy of note here:
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A be a homogeneous mapping of degree l and let s
Ž .be the smallest positi¤e integer such that sl ’ 0 n . If f is an eigenfunction of
A associated with the eigen¤alue l, then the components f of f arew n, k x
eigenfunctions of As associated with the eigen¤alue ls.
To deduce this result from Theorem 2.4, it is sufficient to take
S s lI for all r g N.r
Ž .Now, let us return to problem II to point out two cases where the
desired mapping is found.
Case 1. w is homogeneous of degree l.
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s Ž Ž ..According to Corollary 2.6, the operator w ’ w g L H , where s˜ w n, 0x
Ž .is the smallest positive integer such that sl ’ 0 n , is a solution to the
Ž .problem II .
Case 2. w has two homogeneous components.
If w s A y B, where A and B satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2.4,
Ž . Ž .the operator involved in the identity 2.3 is a solution to the problem II .
In the following sections, we show how Theorem 2.4 leads to a technique
for obtaining differential equations for the components with respect to the
cyclic group of order n of some special functions. We illustrate this
technique by treating some well-known examples.
3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SATISFIED
BY THE COMPONENTS
Let L be a differential operator. According to Theorem 2.1, L can be
written as
ny1
kL s z L , 3.1Ž .Ý k
ks0
where L is homogeneous of degree 0. This means that L may bek k
dnexpressed by the operators z and q s zD s z .dz
In this section, we shall be concerned with the case where L has two
homogeneous components: The first one is of degree 0 and the second one
is of degree l, l g N . Such differential equations are satisfied by variousn
Žspecial functions such as the generalized hypergeometric functions cf.
w x. t Ž . Ž w x.28 , the classical d-orthogonal polynomials generated by e C zt cf 10 ,
ŽŽ . dq1.the classical d-orthogonal polynomials generated by G d q 1 zt y t
Ž w x. Ž w x.cf. 9 , the Faber polynomials cf. 19 , and the hyper-Bessel functions
Ž w x.cf. 23 . We state
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a function satisfying the differential equation
z lA q y B q y s 0, 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
where A and B are polynomials in q and l g N .1 n
Then the components of f satisfy the differential equation
sy1 sy1
slz A q q lr y B q y lr y s 0, 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł1ž /rs0 rs0
Ž .where s is the smallest positi¤e integer such that sl ’ 0 n .
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Proof. The operators z and q are not commutative. Indeed, we have
Ž .q z s z q q 1 and, consequently, the following relation holds
mm m9 m9q z s z q q m9 , m , m9 s 0, 1, . . . . 3.4Ž . Ž .
From which, we obtain
ry1
rl l rz A q B q s z A q q rj B qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ł1 1ž /js0
ry1
l rs z B q A q q rjŽ . Ž .Ł 1ž /js0
ry1
l rs B q y lr z A q q rjŽ . Ž .Ł 1ž /js0
rls B q y lr z A q .Ž . Ž .Ž .1
l Ž . Ž .Now, the application of Theorem 2.4 with A s z A q , S s B q y rl ,1 r
Ž .and l9 s 0 leads to 3.3 .
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. If , moreo¤er, B j s 0, j s 0, 1, . . . , l y 1, that is,
ly1
l lB q s q y j B q s z D B q , 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł 1 1
js0
Ž .then the differential equation 3.3 takes the form
sy1 sy1
slA q q lr y B q q r q 1 l D y s 0. 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ł1 1ž /ž /rs0 rs0
Ž .This result follows from the identity 3.4 and the relation
sy1 ly1 sly1
sl s lq y rl y j s q y t s z D . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Ł
rs0 js0 ts0
4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Generalized Hypergeometric Functions
ŽThe generalized hypergeometric functions are defined by see, e.g.,
w Ž .x.25, p. 136, Eq. 1
q‘ ma ,Ž . a ??? a zŽ . Ž .p 1 pm mF z s F z s ? , 4.1Ž . Ž .Ýp q p q b ??? b m!b ,ž / Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 qq mms0 m
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where
v Žp and q are positive integers or 0 interpreting an empty product
.as 1 ;
v z is the complex variable;
v Ž .a abbreviates the set of p complex parameters a , a , . . . , a ;p 1 2 p
v Ž .a is the Pochlammer symbol given bym
G a q mŽ .
a sŽ . m
G aŽ .
1 if m s 0,s ½ a a q 1 ??? a q m y 1 if m s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Ž . Ž .
a / 0, y1, y2, . . . ;
v Ž .the numerator parameters a and the denominator parametersp
Ž .b take on complex values provided that b / 0, y1, y2, . . . , j s 1, . . . , q.q j
Denote by
a ,Ž .p
F a , b , n , k , z s P z “ F z s F zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .p q w n , k x p q p q b ,ž /ž /Ž .q
the components with respect to the cyclic group of order n of the function
F . The Osler]Srivastava identity provides an explicit expression of thesep q
Ž w Ž . Ž .components. In fact, we have cf. 27, p. 890, Eq. 5 ; 32, p. 194, Eq. 12 ;
x.35, p. 213
a ??? a kzŽ . Ž .1 pk kF a , b , n , k , z s ?Ž . Ž .Ž .p q b ??? b k!Ž . Ž .1 qk k
D n , a q k , . . . , D n , a q k , nŽ . Ž . z1 p
? F ,n p nqqny1 Ž1ypqq.nnž /D* n , k q 1 , D n , b q k , . . . , D n , b q k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 q
4.2Ž .
Ž .where D n, l abbreviates the set of in parameters
l l q 1 l q n y 1
, , . . . ,
n n n
Ž .and the asterisk in D* n, k q 1 represents the fact that the denominator
n Ž .parameter is always omitted, so that the set D* n, k q 1 obviouslyn
Ž .contains only n y 1 parameters.
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To establish a differential equation satisfied by the components of the
function F , recall that the generalized hypergeometric functions definedp q
Ž . Ž w Ž .x.by 4.1 satisfy the following differential equation cf. 28, p. 75, Eq. 3
zA q y q B q y s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
where
p q
A s q q a and B s q q b y 1 .Ž . Ž .Ł Ł1 i 1 j
is1 js1
Now, the application of Corollary 3.2, with l s 1 and s s n, provides the
following:
ŽŽ . Ž . .PROPOSITION 4.1. The components F a , b , n, k, z , n g N* andp q
k g N , satisfy the differential equationn
p q
nq q a y q q b D y s 0, 4.3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Łi jn nž /ž /is1 js1
where
ny1
q q a s q q a q r . 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Łn
rs0
As an illustration, consider two examples corresponding to an exponen-
tial function and confluent hypergeometric functions:
ŽEXAMPLE 1. The generalized hyperbolic functions h defined by cf.n, k
w Ž .x.15, p. 213, Eq. 8
‘ nmqkz
h z sŽ . Ýn , k nm q k !Ž .ms0
are the components of the exponential function
?,zf z s e s F z . 4.5Ž . Ž .0 0 ž /?,
Ž wIf we apply Proposition 4.1, we obtain the well-known result cf. 15, p. 214,
Ž .x.Eq. 12
1 y Dn h z s 0.Ž . Ž .n , k
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EXAMPLE 2. The confluent hypergeometric functions are defined by
a,f z s F z , b f yN.Ž . 1 1 ž /b ,
As a particular case, consider the Laguerre polynomials
a q 1Ž . m ym ,Ža .L z s F z .Ž .m 1 1 ž /a q 1,m!
From Proposition 4.1, we deduce that the components of the polynomials
LŽa . satisfy the differential equationm
zD q a q 1 Dn y zD y m y s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
which, for n s 2, reduces to
z 2D4 q 2 a q 2 zD3 q a q 1 a q 2 q z 2 D2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
q2 m y 1 zD y m m y 1 y s 0.Ž . Ž . .
The following two cases may be treated in the same way:
Ž .i The hypergeometric functions
a, b ,f z s F z , c f yN.Ž . 2 1 ž /c,
As examples of these types of functions, we cite the Fibonacci and Lucas
Ž w x.polynomials cf. 16, p. 160
ym ym 1
, q ,F z s F y4 z ,Ž .mq 1 2 1 2 2 2 0ym ,
ym ym 1
, q ,L z s F y4 z .Ž . 2 2 2m 2 1  01 y m ,
Ž .ii The generalized Bessel polynomials introduced by Krall and
Ž w Ž .x.Frink cf. 22, p. 108, Eq. 34
yzym , m q a y 1,y z , a, b s FŽ .m 2 0 ž /} , b
myz b
Ž1yay2 m.s m! L .mž / ž /b z
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4.2. d-Symmetric Polynomials
Let d be a positive integer. By a d-symmetric polynomial set, we mean a
 4 Ž w x.polynomial family P satisfying cf. 13m mg N
deg P s m ,m
P v z s v n P z .Ž . Ž .m dq1 dq1 m
w xIn 9 , it was proved that the classical d-orthogonal polynomials generated
ŽŽ . dq1.by G d q 1 xt y t are d-symmetric and satisfy a differential equation
of the type
Ddq1 y A q y s 0, 4.6Ž . Ž .Ž .1
Ž .where A q is a polynomial in q .1
Also, He and Saff showed that the Faber polynomials are d-symmetric
Ž w Ž .x.and satisfy a differential equation of this type cf. 19, p. 421, Eq. 2.12 .
The following proposition states a differential equation satisfied by the
Ž .components of the solutions to 4.6 .
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f be a complex function satisfying the differential
Ž .equation 4.6 with 2 F d q 1 F n. Then the components of f satisfy the
differential equation
sy1
sŽdq1.D y A q q d q 1 r y s 0, 4.7Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł 1ž /rs0
Ž . Ž .where s is the smallest positi¤e integer such that s d q 1 ’ 0 n .
Ž .Proof. If d q 1 s n, the differential operator involved in 4.6 is homo-
geneous of degree 0. Then, in view of Corollary 2.3, we obtain the desired
result with s s 1.
Ž .Now, assume that 2 F d q 1 - n. From 4.6 , we deduce that f satisfies
the differential equation
z dq1A q y z dq1Ddq1 y s 0.Ž .Ž .1
Ž .So the application of Corollary 3.2 with l s d q 1 and B q s 1 leads to1
Ž .4.7 .
As an illustration, we consider the case of the Gould]Hopper polyno-
dq1Ž . Ž wmials g z, h defined by means of the generating function cf. 18,m
x.Sect. 6
‘ mt
dq1 dq1exp tz q ht s g z , h ? .Ž . Ž .Ý m m!ms0
w xDouak 12 gave a differential equation satisfied by the polynomials
y1
dq1Hˆ z , d s g z , , d g N*,Ž .m m 2ž /d! d q 1Ž .
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namely,
Ddq1 y d q 1 !zD q d q 1 !m y s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .
For d s 1, we have the case of Hermite polynomials.
From Proposition 4.2, we deduce that the components of the polynomi-
ˆ Ž .als H z, d satisfy the differential equationm
sy1
ssŽdq1.D y d q 1 ! zD q d q 1 r y m y s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Łž /rs0
The following two cases may be treated in the same way:
Ž . Ža .i The Gegenbauer polynomials C , m g N, that satisfy the differ-m
Ž w x.ential equation see, e.g., 1, p. 781
1 y z 2 y0 y 2a q 1 zy9 q m m q 2a y s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . nii The Humbert polynomials P that are defined by means of them
Ž w x.generating function cf. 20
‘yn3 n m1 y 3tz q t s P z tŽ . Ž .Ý m
ms0
and satisfy the differential equation of third order
Ly s 0,
with
L s 4 z 3 y 1 D3 q 6 z 2 2n q 3 D2Ž . Ž .
2y z 3m q 3m 2n q 1 y 3n q 2 2n q 5 DŽ . Ž . Ž .
y m m q 3n m q 3n q 3 .Ž . Ž .
4.3. Hyper-Bessel Functions
w xKlyuchantsev 23 studied the function
rz} ,j z s F y ,Ž .n 0 ry1 n , . . . , n , ž /ž /1 ry1 r
Ž .where n s n , . . . , n , r g N*, is a vector index.1 ry1
This function satisfies the following system
b b1 ry1r ry1 rLu s D u q D u q ??? q Du s yl u ,ry1z z
u 0 s 1, u9 0 s ??? s uŽ ry1. s 0.Ž . Ž .
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Here, we assume that n G r, so the operator L is homogeneous of degree
n y r. From Corollary 2.6, we deduce that the components of the function
j are eigenfunctions of the operator Ls associated with the eigenvaluen
Ž r . s Ž . Ž .yl , where s is the smallest positive integer such that s n y r ’ 0 n .
CONCLUSION
Finally, let us mention that further studies on homogeneous operators
are needed in order to treat, along a similar line, differential operators
having more than two homogeneous components.
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